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We now have the Email Verification process for sender emails on Forms and Workflows, including validating

if this email domain has an SPF configured.

Reply-To fields have been added in all notification paths to allow alias support if customers leveraged aliases

previously on sender fields.

5.36.2

Customize Table button added to All Forms page on Admin Dashboard.

Changes & Bug Fixes
Sender fields no longer allow aliases or formulas to be saved in that field.

Exporting responses should now support more than 1000 responses for our beta export feature.

Users in Essentials plans and above should no longer get cancellation emails when the admin deactivates

their user profile.

Updated copy of a picklist item for the Salesforce Prefill Connector to be more clear on the selection.

Fixed a typo on a Salesforce Connector message

Updated Salesforce Experience Cloud Authentication to Salesforce Communication Authentication to follow

Salesforce branding guidelines

Salesforce Import Tool no longer errors the first time it’s used.

Selecting the Verbose view for Form Responses now displays without requiring a refresh.

Customers who downgrade their add-ons and later upgrade back to the add-on seamlessly have permissions

restored.

All Forms page now loads quickly for customers who have many connectors configured on their forms.

Addressed an issue where respondents saw a generic error message instead of the connector error message

in rare cases.

Basic Plan users will be able to seamlessly upgrade to annual billing benefits if on a current monthly plan.

Admin cannot Save Form Purge Settings when "PURGE ALL COMPLETED FORM RESPONSES" is disabled

and there is no set value in "Automatically purge completed form responses after specified purge timeframe

unit"

If you have any questions about this update or FormAssembly in general, please check out our
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http://help.formassembly.com/#changes-amp-bug-fixes
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Resource Center or contact our Customer Success Team.
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